Stuff for Monday, April 2, 2012
Please turn in PS#2 up front and pick up PS#1 (55 + 10 bonus)
Quiz 1 returned up front. Class average: 8/10
Pretty good explanations in general
nλ/2 versus (n + 1/2)λ
Quiz 2 will be on Thursday.
Warm-ups: Random questions on next page
Resolution problem: θresolve = sin−1 (1.22λ/a)
Photoelectric effect summary points
photon model: E = hf = hc/λ with hc ≈ 1240 eV · nm
electron kinetic energy
K = hf − W = hc/λ − W
W is the “work function” =⇒ energy cost to free e−

n " tan!p

(38.15)

where n is the index of refraction of the reflecting medium.

Flying Circus of Physics random questions
QU ESTIONS
1. Why can you hear around corners, but not see around
corners?
2. Holding your hand at arm’s length, you can readily block
sunlight from reaching your eyes. Why can you not block
sound from reaching your ears this way?
3. Observe the shadow of your book when it is held a few
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abovefoghorn
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Why is
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in the
picture
the book. Why is the shadow somewhat fuzzy at the
edges?
designed and oriented that way?
4. Knowing that radio waves travel at the speed of light and
that a typical AM radio opening
frequency is 1 000is
kHz while an
(The rectangular
FM radio frequency might be 100 MHz, estimate the
wavelengths
of
typical
AM
and
FM
radio
signals.
oriented
with the longer side Use this
information to explain why AM radio stations can fade out
when
you
drive your car through a short tunnel or undervertically.)
pass, when FM radio stations do not.
5. Describe the change in width of the central maximum of
the single-slit diffraction pattern as the width of the slit is
made narrower.
6. John William Strutt, Lord Rayleigh (1842–1919), is
known as the last person to understand all of physics and
all of mathematics. He invented an improved foghorn.
To warn ships of a coastline, a foghorn should radiate
sound in a wide horizontal sheet over the ocean’s surface. It should not waste energy by broadcasting sound
upward. It should not emit sound downward, because
the water in front of the foghorn would reflect that
sound upward. Rayleigh’s foghorn trumpet is shown in
Figure Q38.6. Is it installed in the correct orientation?
Decide whether the long dimension of the rectangular
opening should be horizontal or vertical, and argue for
your decision.

Figure Q38.6

How do cheerleaders’ megaphones
7. Featuredwork?
in the motion picture M*A*S*H (20th Century
Fox, Aspen Productions, 1970) is a loudspeaker mounted
on an exterior wall of an Army barracks. It has an approximately rectangular aperture. Its design can be thought of as
based on Lord Rayleigh’s foghorn trumpet, described in
Question 6. Borrow or rent a copy of the movie, sketch the
orientation of the loudspeaker, decide whether it is installed
in the correct orientation, and argue for your decision.

